With increasingly high-powered active devices being used in today’s networking and telecommunication platforms, eye safety and connector cleanliness are an absolute necessity. Senko’s dustproof LC adapter with Internal shutter has been designed to meet this growing need.

You can actuate this integrated, retractable shutter inside the adapter body by inserting the LC connector into the adapter. The shutter automatically opens as you insert the LC connector, and closes as you extract it. Due to the special design of the shutter, it will not touch the ferrule end face when you insert a connector, thus preventing end-face damage. The internal shutter prevents eye exposure to lasers and provides protection from dust and other contaminants.

- Provides eye safety by attenuating laser light when the mated connector is removed
- 100% automatic shutter mechanism requiring no operator handling of the shutter door
- Compatible with standard LC connectors
- It keeps adapter’s interior clean from dust
- Complete SC footprint
- You can see the visible light through the adapter,

It keeps adapter’s interior clean from dust

**Features**

- Dust Protection
- Eye safety shutter
- Visible light for easy identification
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**LC Adapter with Inner Shutter Step by Step**

1. **Connector insertion**
   When the connector is inserted into the adapter it compresses the springs, opening the internal shutter.

2. **Shutter opening**
   The internal shutter opens, and due to the special design of the shutter, it will not touch the ferrule end face.

3. **Connector mated with adapter**
   The opening of the shutter allows for the ferrule to be inserted inside the adapter sleeve.

4. **Connector removal**
   As the connector is removed from the adapter, the shutter spring automatically returns the internal shutter to the closed position.

**FEATURES**

- Provides eye safety by attenuating laser light when the mated connector is removed
- 100% automatic shutter mechanism requiring no operator handling of the shutter door
- Compatible with standard LC connectors
- It keeps adapter’s interior clean from dust
- Complete SC footprint
- You can see the visible light through the adapter

**LC Adapter Traceability**

When trying to trace the adapter using a visible light source you can see the red light glowing through the adapter sleeve.